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Submission #2: 

bird of paridice 

A Collection of Language Selected by Leah Sandler from Craigslist>Orlando>Free Stuff 

 

Come get it and i hope this makes someones holiday! 

over the range microwave that works 

WHEELCHAIR*OLDER TYPE*FREE TO A VERIFIED PERSON IN NEED 

kids Race Trac mower swing bouncy ball books toys 

Large tank: Free if picked up DEC 20 

TIRES FOR WORKING OUT 

homemade cakes for christmas 

48" vizio Smart HDtv (cracked) 

Free Couch - Sofa - Has some wear, faux leather 

Free used wood privacy fence 6' 

Twin size mattress in good condition. 

Tengo una bandeja d guineo en escabeche gratis 

Free Adult Mens & Ladies Clothing 

Moving boxes and packing 

Light Bulbs/ Carpet Pieces 

ATTN METAL SCRAPERS! COME GET IT! 

16 foot above ground pool 

free oven .. sometime works sometimes doesn't 

This is a used empty container that once held used oil. 

Basket Holder Rack for Small Business or base for side table 

Free Charlotte Ruse Silver Heels, 5" High -Like Brand New!! 



Free clothing baby woman man 

Train table and little kitchen 

FREE DIRT CLEAN 5 yards +Need some for ur flowerbed? Pots? 

Free couch, (sleeper) wall unit 

free firewood bonfire campfire 

DRYER NON WORKING - SCRAP 

Free newborn hats (0-3mo) 

Queen Double Sided Mattress 

Free plastic baby swing for outdoor use 

9 Ft Artificial Christmas Tree 

Chest Freezer...DOES NOT work 

FREE OUTDOOR PLAY UNIT 

Free items plus size jeans, purses, ear rings, wall decor 

Free 4 Burner Grill with Side Burner 

good clean working home appliances moving must be gone 

Free Ping Pong Table Yay! 

Child size helmet / Pet barrier 

AT&T Microcell 3G - fix dead cellular reception in your home 

Psychic Free Palm Reading Today only 

Can meet at at any Wawa of your choice 

Free Rainbow Play Systems Swing Set 

**RED NOSE PIT BULL- FREE!!** SPAYED W/ PET SUPPLIES INCLUDED 

HUGE NEW YEARS EVE PARTY TONIGHT 12/31/15 HOOKAH LOUNGE 

Free California king size pillow top mattress 

free Pikachu, baby swing, rocking horse 



 

Submission #3: 

Six Studies in Personal Exchange 

7.10.15 

 

A series of six vignettes, consisting of two and threedimensional 

objects, to be installed in-doors in a site specific manner. Each study is 

uniform in format: six feet to the top, a 8” x 15” handwritten document fastened to the wall with copper 
nails, an 8” x 6” photograph is nailed an inch below and a copper plaque accompanies the three at the 
bottom. Underneath the triptych and extending six inches into the room, is a table-like platform, made of 
steel angles ( 1/8” x 1” x 1”, polished and oiled ) with a cedar top inset into the steel frame. Each table 
holds a different made object, mostly comprised of copper. 

 

Each document illustrates a contemplative exchange with myself. Two of which 

are: 

1) Findings from measuring my sodium to water intake from the day this 

is proposed to the day the document is written 

 

and 

 

2) A list of estimations, educated guesses as to the number of times I have 

done or been a list of things so far. 

 

The color photograph below each document will be of the East River or the bay in 

Newport, RI at points where the two could be identical. Below the two, is the copper 

plaque, in which “Study #_ _” will be stamped. Each of the six tables is identical: a frame fabricated from 
1/8” x 1” x 1” steel angle to be 6” x 8” x 39.5” and with a cedar top. Elevated and supported by each table 
is a singular, made object. These objects are mostly abstract or metaphorical. Two being a 

 



1) Bottle-like copper object ( around 10” tall ) sitting in a polished 

concrete bowl of coarse sea salt 

 

and 

 

2) An acrylic “Take a Penny, Leave a Penny.” The left “bowl” filled with 

copper circles with “Penny” stamped on one side and “1 C” stamped on 

the other. 

 

Six of each of the documents, photographs, plaques and objects will be created 

separately, but with each other in mind. The most important portion of the study will be 

in pairing each of the four forms to create six “notions” or “ideas.” These ideas are a 

fragment of a narrative or research in progress. 

 

Untitled 

2.12.15 

 

The situation presented is subtle and without definition. It is neither in the process of, proceeding nor in the 
aftermath, because the situation and process is indefinable. Materials, shapes and a “bottom-to-top” visual 
progression are utilized to suggest a narrative, an individuality and a connection between the monuments 
and the installation as a whole. The installation is a shrine to the reflective practice of exploring the 
communal identity versus the self-identity. 

 

Left Totem 

A circular table, slightly separated into four segments, encircles a large stand. On each segment is the same 
table set: one porcelain bowl filled with sea salt, one porcelain spoon, an ink pad and a set of rubber letter 
stamps. The claw-foot base of the monument is of cast iron which branches into four legs. The 3” diameter 
steel body of the monument sprouts two sets of four wooden pegs. On the first set, each of the four holds 
ten ( empty ) cloth sacks with copper rings. Each of the second set holds ten archival tags with copper 
rings. Atop the steel body is a squat and cylindrical shape made of copper. Haphazardly protruding from 
the shape is a number of wooden pegs, separated into four groups demarcated by hand-painted white lines. 



 

Right Totem 

The base is a single, cast iron claw-foot, holding a cast iron ball. The body of this sculpture is a 3” diameter 
wooden pole. Revolving around this pole is a series of sets of pegs and circular shelves, all extruding the 
same distance from the pole. 

 

From the bottom: 

 

One set of four wooden pegs. From each peg hangs four polished copper sacks with copper tags, stamped 
with a serial number. 

The second, a set of four wooden pegs with one tagged and stamped cloth sack each. 

The third, two copper pegs protrude from a spot on the pole that is wrapped in copper. Each copper peg 
holds two copper sacks with copper tags, stamped with a serial number. 

The fourth is a set of eight wooden pegs, each holding one tagged and stamped cloth sack. The first set is 
the same as the fourth. 

 

The fifth is a round cedar shelf. On one side of the shelf is a half a set of rubber alphabet stamps and an ink 
pad, with the other half of the set on the other side of the shelf. Above each side of the shelf is a wooden 
peg with 12 archival tags. 

Sixteen inches above is an identical shelf and pegs. Yet, one side of the shelf holds a rubber stamp set 
numbers 1-6 and the other half holds a rubber stamp set with numbers 6-9. 

In between these two shelves is another copper band, from which protrudes two copper pegs: each with two 
copper sacks. 

 

Atop the wooden pole is a short steel connector to a round walnut table. Supported and elevated by this 
table is a squat, cylindrical shape made entirely of copper. 

 

 

“Personal reassurance through a semi-universal proof.” 

 

“Independent validation through a semi-universal proof” 



 

 

Fieldwork ( List of Time Conversion Tools ) 

( work in progress ) 

2015 

  

• Needle and thread 
• Pack of cigarettes 
• Pack of gum 
• Bottle of liquor 
• Bottle of shampoo 
• Bottle of soap 
• Bottle of lotion 
• Bottle of water 
• Bar of soap 
• Roll of toilet paper 
• Roll of paper towels 
• Eraser 
• Pencil 
• Pen 
• Marker 
• Cup of coffee 
• Hair 
• Finger nails 
• Toe nails 
• Soles of shoes 
• Waistband of underwear 
• Tire pressure 
•  

Study No. 4 ( List of One Hundred Values ) 

( Work in Process ) 

2015 

 

Value #1: What is importance? Value #2: How may am I? Value #3: What is universality? Value #4: How 
many of anything ( everything ) have I completed? Value #5: How many of anything am I almost 
completed? Value #6: How many of anything is started? Value #7: How many of anything is without? 
Value #8: How many of everything have I completed? Value #9: How many of everything have I half 
done? Value #10: How many of everything have I touched? Value #11: How many of everything has been 
touched? Value #12: What is context? Value #13: What is to communicate? Value #14: What is the time? 
Value #15: What is the times? Value #16: Who is the time? Value #17: Where is the time? Value #18: 
Were is the time? Value #19: What is keeping track? Value #20: What is process? Value #21: What is in 
process? Value #22: What is functional? Value #23: What is a shape? Value #24: What is language? Value 



#25: What is a birthdate? Value #26: What is a birthday? Value #27: What is a birthplace? Value #28: How 
much have I measured? Value #29: How much of anything have I processed? Value #30: What can I fill 
with all of the urine I’ve ever produced? Value #31: Why do things change? Value #32: What is change? 
Value #33: What is make? Value #34: Why change? Value #35: What is more? Value #36: What is stop? 
Value #37: Where is stop? Value #38: What is more than one? Value #39: What is amount? Value #40: 
What is limit? Value #41: What is start? Value #42: What is able? Value #43: What is force? Value #44: 
What is stick? Value #45: What is two? Value #46: What is mark? Value #47: What is color? Value #48: 
What is was? Value #49: What is will? Value #50: How tall am I? Value #51: What is color? Value #52: 
How much is my birthday? Value #53: How much can I hold? Value #54: What is leave? Value #55: What 
is cover? Value #57: What is broken? Value #58: What is between? Value #59: What is here? Value #60: 
What is contain? Value #61: What is full? Value #62: What is least? Value #63: What is at least? Value 
#64: What is max? Value #65: What is most? Value #66: What is at most? Value #67: How much do I 
weigh? Value #68: What is my weight? Value #69: What is the distance between my eyes? Value #70: 
How long has my hair grown? Value #71: How long have my nails grown? Value #72: What is accept? 
Value #73: What is hold? Value #74: What is solid? Value #75: How long am I? Value #76: Can I be 
longer? Value #77: What is favorite? Value #78: What is taste? Value #79: How wide am I? Value #80: 
How do I grow? Value #81: Where do I grow? Value #82: Where do I live? Value #83: Who do I live? 
Value #84: What is sharp? Value #85: What is hot? Value #86: What is straight? Value #87: What is trade? 
Value #88: When is two one? Value #89: What is sense? Value #90: What is exchange? Value #91: What is 
comfort? Value #92: Who is comfort? Value #93: What is top? Value #94: What is low? Value #95: Where 
is low? Value #96: How much have I consumed? Value #97: How much have I left? Value #98: What is 
form? Value #99: What is concept? Value #100: What is take? 
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